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1 Introduction 

In this paper we aim to set-up a theory for well-posedness, stabilizability and stability of dynamical 
systems that departs from the usual input-output way of thinking. For the class of linear discrete 
time systems defined on right-sided time axes we study basic representation issues via kernel and 
image representations. study system behaviors both in the time and the frequency domain. Using 
the behavioral theory, we introduce and characterize notions of stability and stabilizability of 
dynamical systems in which input and output variables have not been selected a priori. 

This leads to a theory of linear left-shift invariant closed subspaces of the Hilbert space of square 
summable functions on Z+ in which classical concepts as well-posed feedback interconnections and 
stabilizability are naturally defined and studied. 

The concepts that are introduced here are very closely related to the notion of a graph of an 
input-output operator. In [1] Georgiou and Smith studied representation issues and stability of 
feedback interconnections in a similar framework. We will clearly point out the intimate relation
ship between our approach and the one in [1]. Our technique has the main advantage that we are 
to give a representation of a closed loop system which, since it is often autonomous (i.e. no inputs) 
can not be derived in a straightforward manner using a graph of an input-output operator as a 
starting point. 

We believe that our definitions might have important conceptual consequences for the analysis of 
stability of feedback systems. Stabilizability of dynamical systems is studied in our setting and 
we work out conditions under which a dynamical system can be stabilized by interconnecting it 
with various classes of systems. 

2 Notation 

Let T C Z be a set and (W, II . II) a normed space . 

• Z+ := {t E Zit ~ O} 

2 
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• £(T, W) = W 

• £2(T, W) := {w E £(T, W) I LtET II W(t) 112< oo} 

• £t := £2(:Z:+, 1l~5) 

• 1lt, 1l"2: Hardy spaces of square integrable functions on the unit circle with analytic con
tinuation outside and inside the unit circle, respectively. 

• 1lto, 1l~: Hardy spaces of complex valued functions which are bounded on the unit circle 
with analytic continuation in Izl < 1 and Izl > 1, respectively. 

• II+ : 1l"2 EEl 1lt ---+ 1lt is the canonical projection II+ w := w+ where w is uniquely decom
posed as w = w+ + w_ with w+ E 1lt and w_ E 1l"2. 

3 A class of £2 systems 

In this paper we concentrate on the class of discrete time systems which consist of signals defined 
on the time set T = :z:+. Following the behavioral framework, a system is defined by a family of 
signals w : T ---+ W where, for the purpose of this paper, the signal space W is a q dimensional 
real vector space W = IR,q with q some fixed non-negative integer. 

Definition 3.1 An £2 system is a triple E = (:Z:+, IR,q, B) whose behavior B is a closed subset of 
£2 (:z:+, IR, q). 

For signals w defined on the time set :z:+ we distinguish two types of shift operators. The left-shift 
operator l is a map O"L : £(:Z:+,lR,q) ---+ £(:Z:+,lR,q) defined, given w E £(:Z:+,lR,q), by 

(O"LW)(t) := w(t + 1) (3.1) 

The right-shift operator is a map O"R: £(:Z:+,lR,q) ---+ £(:Z:+,lR,q) defined by 

{
o for t = 0 

(O"RW)(t) = w(t _ 1) for t > O. (3.2) 

Note that the composition O"LO"R is the identity map on £(:Z:+, W). 

Definition 3.2 A system (:Z:+, IR,q, B) is said to be left-shift invariant if O"LB ~ B and right-shift 
invariant if O"RB ~ B. It is said to be complete if a trajectory w belongs to B whenever its 
restrictions Wl[tohl belong to BI[to,t1l for all (finite) intervals [to, it] c :z:+. 

Remark 3.3 We emphasize that for the analysis of dynamical systems with time set T = :z:+ left
shift invariance is a more appealing property than right-shift invariance. Since any trajectory in a 
right-shift invariant behavior can be preceded by an arbitrary number of zeros it is intuitively clear 
that O"R-invariant subspaces of £(:Z:+, W) correspond to behaviors with "zero initial conditions". If 
one investigates the graph of an input-output operator as for instance done by Georgiou-Smith [1] 
then this graph is O"R-invariant and image representations of the graph are immediately obtained 
using the Beurling-Lax theorem (see below). However, in a theory for right-shift invariant sub
spaces of £2(:Z:+,lR,q) autonomous behaviors (typically obtained by feedback interconnections) are 
necessarily trivial (See theorem 6.4 below. This has the consequence that for an important class 
of feedback interconnections of right-shift invariant dynamical systems the closed-loop systems 
are not rich enough to further investigate performance or stability issues. On the other hand, O"L
invariant system behaviors allow, by necessity, for initial conditions and therefore naturally model 
autonomous systems, transient phenomena in dynamical systems and feedback configurations. 

1 The terminology used here refers to left shifting of the signal with respect to the time axis. 
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Based on definition 3.2 we introduce the following classes of dynamical systems. 

Definition 3.4 For q > 0 the model set lBl:l consists of all behaviors B of the class of linear and 
left-shift invariant l2-systems (Z+, lItq, B). The model set Jl£"0m.p consists of all behaviors B of the 
class of linear, left-shift invariant and complete systems (Z+, lIt q, B). Further, lHI2o=p := lBl:l n lffico",p • 

Any B E lffi
cmnp induces a behavior B2 E ~ by the restriction 

Bnl+ 2 

However, this restriction is in genera] not injective. In other words, there are B', B" E jffi<0mp with 
B' =f=. B" for which 

Binet B"net. 

One of the main advantages to consider £2-systems is that we can interchangeably consider their 
behavior in the "time domain" and in the "frequency domain". Specifically, define for all B E lBl:l: 

B { w E 1ft I wEB} 

where w is the image of w E et under the z-transform 

00 

w(z) L: w(t)z-t. 
t:O 

4 Left- and right-shift invariant systems 

If B is left-shift invariant then B is left-shift invariant in the sense that CrLB C B where CrL 
14 - 1ft is defined by (CrLW)(Z) = II+zw(z) for all w E 1tt. Similarly, B ~ et is right-shift 
invariant if and only if B is CrR7invariant in the sense that CrRB ~ 13, where the right-shift operator 
CrR : 1ft -1ft is defined by (CrRw)(z) := z-lw(z) with z E C. 

Theorem 4.1 (Shift-invariant subspaces) Let 2: = (Z+, W, B) be a linear e2 system. Then 

1. 2: is left-shift invariant and right-shift invariant if and only if 2: is memoryless i. e. for all 
w', W" E B and to > 0 the concatenation 

I /I {W(t) = w'(t) 
w:= w I\to w = 

w(t) = W" (t) 

belongs to B. 

fort ::; to 

fort> to 

2. 2: is autonomous and right-shift invariant if and only if B = {o}. 

3. (l'[,B ~ B {:::::> (jRBl. ~ Bl. 

4. (jRB ~ B {:::::> (jzBl. ~ B1. 

Proof. 1. (only if) Let w', W" E B and let n E Z+. Since B is (jR and (jL invariant, both (j~(j~W' 
and (j~(j~W" belong to B. Linearity of B implies that then also (j~(jLW" + (1- (j~(j~)W' E B which 
is precisely the concatenation of w' and W" at time n. 

(if) Trivial. 

2. Let B be autonomous and right-shift invariant and suppose that wEB. Let to > 0 and 
consider Wto = (j!i'w. Then Wto E Band Wto(t) = 0 for t ::; to. Since w is uniquely determined by 
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its restriction wl[D,t'] for some t' > 0, also Wto is uniquely determined by its restriction Wto I[O,t'l' 
However, the latter vanishes for to > t' from which it follows that both Wto(t) = w(t) = 0 for all 
t E ~+. The reverse implication is trivial. 

3. Let (hB ~ Band W E B1.. Then (w, v) 0 for all v E B. By shift invariance of B also 
{w, <TLV} = (<T~W, v) = (<TRW, v} :::: 0 for all v E B. Thus, <TRW E B1. which implies that <TRB1. ~ B1.. 
The reverse implication follows from a similar argument. 

4. The proof of 4 is a straightforward modification of the proof of statement 3. o 

5 Kernel representations 

Suppose that 0 E 1f~ is a matrix of dimension g x q. Associate with 0 the mapping 0 : 1ft -+ £2 
defined by the multiplication (0w)(z) 0(z)w(z), z E C. Associate with 0 a subset of 1ft 
defined as 

Bker(0) .- {w E 1ft I 11+(0w)(z):::: 0 for all z E C} 

Ker 11+0. 

Clearly, Eker(0) is a linear and closed subset of 1ft. 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

Definition 5.1 A subset B ~ 1ft is said to have a kernel representation 0 if there exist 0 E 1f~ 
such that B = Eker(0). 

Using the isometry between 1ft and et, the set Eker(0) has an equivalent interpretation in the 
time domain. Let 0k E ~gxq, k E ~, be the constant real matrices which uniquely define the 
Laurent series expansion 

0{z) (5.3) 

where z E C. Note that, since 0 E 1-t;;, the coefficients 0k are non-zero for k ~ 0 so that only non
negative powers of z appear in (5.3). Introduce the map 0(<TL) : e2(~+' ~q) -+ e2(~+,~g) defined 
by 0(<TL) : W t-+ v where v E et is the convolution of the sequences {0khez and {w(k)hez+, i.e., 
v(t) ::::: Ekez+ 0t-kW(k), t E ~+. Clearly, for all 0 E 1f~, 

belongs to ~. 

Bke,(0) .- {w E et I 0(<Tdw:::: 0 } 
= Ker0(<Td 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

Definition 5.2 A subset B ~ it is said to have a kernel representation if there exists 0 E 1f~ 
such that B = Bke,(0). 

The notation Eker(0) in (5.1) and Bker(0) in (5.4) are indeed consistent as is shown in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 5.3 For all 0 E 1f~ there holds B.,,(0) = Z(B1.,(0» where Z : it -+ 1ft denotes the 
z-transform Zw := w. 
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Proof. Let w E 1ft and 0 E 1f~. Then there holds 

00 

0(z)w(z) = L 0 k z- k L w(j)z-j L v(t)z-t 
k=-oo j;:O t:-oo 

where for all t E 1£, we have vet) = 2::;;'=0 0t_kw(k). Therefore w E Bket (0) if and only if vet) = 0 
for all t < O. On the other hand 

00 00 

vet) = L 0 t _kw(k) = L 0_jw(t + j) (0(ud w)(t) 
k;:O j;:O 

since 0 t -k 

all t < O. 
o for t < k because 0 E 1f~. Hence wE B'.t(0) if and only if (0(udw)(t) = 0 for 

o 

We conclude this section with a characterization of subset inclusions and non-uniqueness of kernel 
representations. 

Theorem 5.4 For i = 1,2, let 0i E R1f~ be a full rank kernel representation of Bi = Blcr(0i). 
Then 

1. Bl ~ B2 if and only if there exists U E R1f~ such that O2 U0 l . 

2. B1 B2 if and only if there exist a uniP U E R1f~ such that O2 = U01. 

Proof. 1. (if) Suppose that O2 = U0 1 for some U E 1f~. Let w E B1 and observe that 
v := 0 1 W E 1f;. Then also U v = U0 l W = 0 2 w E 1f; which implies that II+ 0 2w = O. Hence 
wE B2 from which we conclude that B1 ~ B2 • 

(only if) We need to show that B1 ~ B2 => O2 = U0 t for some U E 1f;;'. To see this, first observe 
that 

{w E 1ft I {0 l w,v} = 0 for all v E 1fn = 
{w E 1ft I {w, 01v} = 0, for all v E 1fn = 
(Im01).L (5.6) 

where 0 1 : 1ft -1ft is the dual operator 0 1(z) = 0I(z-t) E 1ft,. Thus, B1 ~ B2 implies that 
Bt ~ Bt which in turn implies that 1m O2 ~ 1m 0 1, 
We can extend 0i from a multiplicative operator from 1ft to 1ft to a multiplicative operator from 
lR.(z) to lR.(z)3. We claim that also for this extended operator there holds Im02 ~ Im01 . Indeed, 
suppose contrary to what we want to prove that there exists v E lR.(z) such that 0 2v rt 1m 0 1, 
Let U E lR.(z) be invertible and such that vu E 1ft. By assumption, there exists hE 1ft such that 
0 2vu = 0 l h. But then 0 2v = 0 1hu- 1 with vu- l E lR.(z) which yields a contradiction. 

0 1 has full column rank as a rational matrix. Hence, there exists a rational matrix 0f such that 
0f01 I. Then it is easy to check that the inclusion of the images over the field lR.(z) implies 
that O2 0 1 U"" where U .... := 0f02. It remains to show that U E 1f~. 

Since 1m O2 ~ 1m 0 1 with 0i viewed as an operator from 1ft to 1ft, for all V2 E 1ft there exists 
VI E 1ft such that 02v2 ::::: 01vt. Note that 0 1(U"'V2 - vI) = O. Since 0 1 has full column rank 
as a rational matrix, this implies U""'V2 = Vt E 1ft. Since vz is an arbitrary element of 1ft we 
find that U'" maps 1ft to 1ft and hence U is in 1f~. 

2 A unit U € n1t-;;, is a square matrix with entries in 1t-;;, whose inverse U-l exists and also belongs to 1t-;;,. 
3 n (z) is the field of all rational functions in the indeterminate z 
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2. (if) Since 6 2 = U6 1 and 6 1 = U- 16 2 with both U and U- 1 in ?i~ the if-part of statement 1 
yields that 131 = 132 

(only if) If 131 = 132 then we infer from statement 1 that 3Ul, U2 E?i~ such that 61 = U2 6 2 and 
6 2 = U16 1 . Thus, 6 2 = U1 U26 2 and 6 1 U2U161 which implies that U1 U2 = U2U1 = I. In 
particular, it follows that Ul and U2 are square matrices and units in ?i~ which yields the result. 

o 

6 Image representations 

In this section we will introduce image representations for the model classes defined in section 3. 

The Beurling-Lax theorem is known to provide the existency of an image representation for shift 
invariant subspaces B of a Hilbert space ?i. 

Theorem 6.1 (Beurling-Lax) Let (J' be an isometry on a Hilbert space ?i such that 

k II(J'* wll- 0 for all w E?i as k - 00 (6.1) 

Then for any closed, (J'-invariant linear subspace B of?i there exists a bounded isometric linear 
operator W from some Hilbert space W to?i such that B 1m W. 

Remark 6.2 The left-shift uL does not satisfy the conditions of the Beurling-Lax theorem and 
hence Beurling-Lax can not be used to prove the existence of image representations of behaviors 
B E ~. On the other hand, if B f 1tt is UR invariant then theorem 6.1 can be applied with 
(J' = uR to obtain the existence of WE ?it., such that 

(6.2) 

Here, W : ?it ........ ?it is the multiplicative operator (wv)(z) := W(z)v(z). Moreover, W can be 
chosen to be an inner4 (or norm-preserving) map from ?i2+ to B. 

In order to represent the model cla.'lses of left-shift invariant behaviors of section 3 we introduce a 
different type of image representation. Let Wa ) WeE ?it., be elements of?i~ and consider the set 

(6.3) 

Definition 6.3 A subset B f ?it is said to have an image representation if there exist Wa 1 WeE 
+ " 1t= such that B 13im(wa , We). 

The matrices 'li a and We constitute a decomposition of B in an autonomous and a controllable 
part. Precisely, B = Be + Ba where Be = II+ W,,£2 is the controllable part of Band Ba = II+ 'li a?i;; 
is a (non-unique) autonomous part of B. Non-uniqueness of this type of image representations is 
characterized as follows. 

Theorem 6.4 For i = 1,2, let 'li~, 'li~ E 'R1tt., be image representations of Bi = Bi"'(W~, w~). 
Then the following steatements are equivalent 

4W is an inner function if WE 'Hoo and w""w = I where w""(z) WT(z-l). 
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2. There exist constant real matrices u~, U~, and elements Xl, X2, UJ and U; in 1it, such that 

= 

= 

7 Main results 

One of the main results of this paper is to prove that behaviors in lBl:>. allow for both a kernel and 
an image representation. 

Theorem 7.1 The following statements are equivalent. 

1. B ElBl:>. 

2. B admits a kernel representation B = Bh,{e). 

3. B admits an image representation B = Bim{Wa , We). 

Proof. (1 ¢} 2). We know from the Beurling-Lax theorem that any O'~-invariant subspace (i.e. 
O'R invariant subspace) has an image representation. It is easy to check that B is O'L-invariant 
implies that B1. is O'~ -invariant. Therefore, by the Beuding-Lax theorem, there exists W E 1it, 
such that B1. = 1m W. The proof of the theorem is then completed by the following sequences of 
equalities 

Setting e = 'liN yields the result. 

{ii E 1it I (w,v) 0 for all w E ImW} 

{ii E 1it I (W x, v) = 0 for all x E 1it} 
{ii E 1it I (x, WNv) 0 for all x E 1it} 
{iiE1it I (x,II+WNv) OforallxEL2 } 

{ii E 1it III+WNii O} 
Ker(11+ 'liN). 

(2 ¢} 3) From the previous we know that B = Bk .. (e) for some e E 1i~. Moreover, by theorem 
5.4 we can assume without loss of generali~y that e is co-inner. Construct ec such that: 

is a square and inner matrix in 1i~. (if e is square then ec is a trivial O-dimensional matrix). 
We first prove that: 

{ 11+ (e~ eN) (:~) I Sl E £2' S2 E (1i2')(q-m) } C 13 

Let w be an element of the set on the left hand side, i.e. there exist S1 E £2' and 82 E (1i2' )q-m 
such that 

w = lI+e;81 + p+e-82 

Since B is closed and B1. = 1m eN we find that wEB if and only if (w, eN v) 0 for all v E 1it. 
This follows easily from the following: 

{w,e"'v} (e;S1+e"'S2,e-V) 
= {e"'S2,e"'V} 

= {S2' v) 0 
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where we used that 8c8~ o and 88'" = I. To prove the reverse inclusion it is sufficient to 
show that: 

The latter is straightforward to check using our image representation of B1. and the fact that 
II+(8~ 8;;-) is surjective as a map from £2 to l£t. 0 

The following result characterizes the model set m;omp as those behaviors that allow rational kernel 
and image representations. 

Theorem 7.2 The following statements are equivalent. 

2. B admits a kernel representation B = B • .,(8) where 8 E 1£-;;' is rational 

3. B admits an image representation B = B,m('If a, 'If c) where ['If a 'If cl E l£to is rational. 

8 System interconnections and well-posedness 

8.1 Well-posed feedback interconnections 

Consider two dynamical systems E; = (LZ+, Wi X w,nt, B;), i = 1,2, which have a common non
empty subset Wint> the interconnection space, in their respective signal spaces. 

Definition 8.1 The interconnection of El = (7Z+, W 1 X w,nt, Bt) and E2 (Z+, W 2 X w,nt, B2) 
is the system 

(8.1 ) 

where 

(8.2) 

Wint are the interconnection variables. If both Wt and W2 are void then El n E2 is called a full 
interconnection of E1 and E2 • 

Note that in a full interconnection B1 n B2 = B1 n B2 . 

A feedback interconnection will be defined as an interconnection in which additional axioms are 
satisfied. We introduce a few more properties of dynamical systems. 

Definition 8.2 Consider a time-invariant system E (7Z+, W, B) defined on a product set W = 
W1 X W z. The variable W2 processes W1 in E if there exists to :::: 0 such that 

(8.3) 

Definition 8.3 Let Ei = (7Z+, Wi x Win" Bi), i = 1,2, be two left shift-invariant dynamical 
systems. E1 and E2 are said to he instantaneous interconnedable if for all 

t > 0, 

there exists W1e, W2e, Wi • e and W~ft e with 
In.) l.n J 

f I I 
Wint,e [O,f] = Win' and II I Wint,e [O,t] 

such that (Wle,W~nt,e) E B1 and (W2e,W:~t,e) E B2 with 

I I II I wint,e [t,oo) wint,e [f,oo)· 
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This condition is quite natural since it states that any past for 8 1 together with any past for B2 
can, after interconnection at time t, yield a common future. Well-posed feedback interconnections 
are now defined as follows. 

Definition 8.4 Let Ei (iZ+, Wi x W;n;., Bi), i = 1, 2, be given. The interconnection E = El n E2 
is said to be well-posed if Win;' processes (W1' wz) in E. The interconnection E is said to be a regular 
feedback interconnection if it is well posed and if El and E2 are instantaneous interconnectable. 

We proceed this section with the definition of stabilizability. Intuitively, in a stabilizable system 
any trajectory can at any time be concatenated with a future system trajectory that is asymptot
ically converging to zero. We formalize this as follows. 

Definition 8.5 A dynamical system E = (iZ+, W, B) is said to be stabilizable if for all w' E Band 
to > 0 there exists w" E B with limt_oo w"(t) = 0 such that w/l[o,to] = w"l[o,to] 

Just like the notion of controllability, stabilizability is therefore defined as a property of the external 
behavior of a dynamical system. The notion of stabilizability of dynamical systems has an elegant 
characterization. 

Theorem 8.6 Let E (iZ+, W, B) be a system with behavior B E IE,omp
• Then this system is 

stabilizable if and only if 

(8.4) 

where the closure is taken in the topology of pointwise convergence. 

Proof. We first proof that the equality (8.4) implies that the system is stabilizable. Choose 
wEB. Equality (8.4) implies that for all to we have 

BI[o,to] = (B n et)l[o,to] (8.5) 

On the other hand these are finite dimensional spaces and hence always closed. Since wl[D,to] E 

BI[D,to] we find wllo,to] E (B n et)l[o,to]' Hence there exists v E B n et such that wl[o,to] = vl[o,to]' 
Since this is possible for all wEB this implies by definition that B is stabilizable. 

Again choose an arbitrary element wEB. We have to show that B stabilizable guarantees that 
w E 8 n 4. B stabilizable implies by definition that (8.5) is satisfied for all to. Hence for all t 
there exists Vt such that wl[o,t] vl[a/t] and Vt E B n et. But then it is straightforward to check 

that Vt -+ wast -+ 00 in the topology of pointwise convergence. Therefore w E B n et . 0 

ReIllark 8.7 For the class of £2 systems with behaviors Bi E ~,i = 1,2, we emphasize that 
the concept of instantaneous interconnect ability guarantees at any time to > 0 the existence of 
a common future signal Win;.(t) with t ~ to which is compatible with arbitrary past trajectories 
(Wi, Win,) E Bi . In particular, this implies that instantaneous interconnect able stabilizable systems 
result in a stabilizable interconnection. More precisely, if B1 and B2 are stabilizable, i.e., 

and Bl and 82 are instaneously interconnectable then we have: 

Clearly the latter implies that the full interconnection of Bl n B2 is stabilizable. 
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9 Stability of l2-systems 

In [1], Georgiou and Smith study the stability of closed loop systems in terms of the graphs of 
system and controller. Their definitions involve closed loop systems which are right-shift invariant 
and autonomous. Since the graph associated with an input-output operator defined on it is 
necessarily defined for a fixed set of (zero) initial conditions these graphs correspond to right
shift invariant subspaces. This has the disadvantage that their representation is not rich enough 
to characterize closed loop autonomous behaviors. In this section we relate our definitions of 
stability to the conditions presented by Georgiou and Smith. 

The graph of a linear system is a right-shift invariant subspace. Therefore by theorem 6.1 there 
exists W E 'lit, such that the graph is represented as the image of W as a map from 'lit to 'lit. 
Given a system with transfer matrix G we can construct the graph associated to the system from 
a right-coprime factorization of G. If G = N M-l then the graph of G is equal to Bim(W) = 1m W 
as defined in (6.2) where 

W= (~) 
Note that since Nand M are coprime the rational matrix W does not have any zeros. We emphasize 
that Bim(W) is not a left-shift invariant subspace of 'lit. The interconnection of a system E. with 
transfer matrix Gs and a controller Ee with transfer matrix Ge is stable if the following transfer 
matrix 

belongs to 1ft,. We have the following theorem from [1] relating the above stability condition to 
the graphs associated with the system and the controller. 

Theorem 9.1 (Georgiou-Smith) Let a system E. with graph Ba = 1m W s and a controller Ee 
with graph Be = 1m We be given. Assume We and W $ have no zeros. Then the following statements 
are equivalent 

1. the full interconnection E. n is stable. 

2. the matrix (We Ws ) is stable and has a stable inverse. 

- - + - -
3. B. + Be = 'li2 and Ba n Be = {OJ. 

We emphasize that here the graph of a system B. is a right-shift invariant subspace of 1ft and 
corresponds to the set of all input-output pairs in 1ft x 1ft which are compatible with the system 
where zero initial conditions are assumed. 

Let Ba denote the smallest left-shift invariant subspace containing B •. Similarly, denote by Be the 
smallest left-shift invariant subspace containing Be. It is easy to check that: 

Ba {IT+W.wlwEC2 }. 

Be = {IT+WewIWEC2 }. 

In particular this yields that these sets correspond to the behaviors of controllable systems. We 
have the following theorem relating the stability condition in terms of the right-shift invariant 
subspace B. and Be given in theorem 9.1 to a condition on the left-invariant subspaces B. and Be. 

Theorem 9.2 Let B., Be and B., Be be as defined above. 

1. Ba n Be = {OJ if and only if Ba n Be is autonomous. 
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2. If one of the equivalent statements of 1 holds, then B. + Be = 1ft if and only if Bs and Be 
are instantaneous interconnectable. 

Proof. We have: 
Bs = {II+Wsw I W E 1ft} + {II+w.w I wE 1f"2 } 

Note that the first component is equal to B. and, since Ws is rational, the second component is 
finite-dimensional. Therefore Bs nBe is finite dimensional if and only if Bs nBe is finite-dimensional. 
Since Bs nBe is finite dimensional if and only if B. nBe is autonomous, we infer from the right-shift 
invariance of Bs nBe and theorem 4.1 that Bs nBe = {O}. Conclude from this that this is equivalent 
of saying that Bs n Be is autonomous. This completes the proof of the first half of the theorem. 

For the second step we note that it is easy to check that the system is instantaneously intercon
nectable if and only if for all We E 1f"2 and Ws E 1f"2 there exists Ve E 1ft and v. E 1ft such 
that 

II+weve + II+wewe = II+wsvs + II+wsws 

This is equivalent to the existence of Ve and Vs such that 

Since Be + Bs = 1ft is equivalent to the requirement that (we W s) is surjective as a map from 
1ft to 1ft. From the above it is obvious that Be + Bs = 1ft implies that the interconnection is 
instaneously interconnectable. 

Remains to prove that instaneously interconnectable implies Be+Bs = 1ft. We know instaneously 
interconnectable implies 

(9.1) 

for all w E 1f"2. Clearly we also have (9.1) for all w E 1ft since in this case the projectionII+ 
can be removed. This implies (9.1) is satisfied for all w E £2. On the other hand we know the 
interconnection is autonomous which implies that (We W s) is square and has full normal rank. 
This implies that (we Ws ) is surjective as a mapping from £2 to £2. Therefore the fact that 
(9.1) holds for all w E £2 implies that (We Ws ) is surjective as a map from 1ft to 1ft. 0 
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